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Problem An administration propoesk to provide "block grants" tOthe states to
design and implement their own Child Nutrition programs has been recently
scrutinized by Congressional Sub-committees. While the proposal was rejected
by Congress, it is likely to appear again in a more detailed form. The proposal's
two major factors deal with "trying toInerease the assistance available to those
who are truly needy, and also tryIng-to reduce Federal casts" (U.S. Senate, 1975:.
35). ,The administration's.mighes to limit Federal support of the program to the
Ittru0.naegilatisefteverii questions. How many near -needy children would be priced
out of the school-feeding progiams? What sre the priorities of state and local
systems which would be left with the choice of either picking' up the tabeefor the
Continued participation of the nest needy, or increasing the price of lunch.25
percent? Are the near needy influential in setting the priorities of state and
local systems/ Will local moral standards or power structure influences allow
even the needy to participate /, Will limiting'the program to "truly needy" make
i even more uncomfortable for those qualified to participate? Finally, even
if t program is given a high priority, are the necessary resources available
to the al states and school distticepwith the largest proportions of near
needy?

This study proposes to seek answers to these questions as suggested by
empiiical analysis of the school lunch and breakfast program as it has beek,
implemented since 1972 in 28 north Alabama School Districts:

Theanallsis is guided by the hypothesis that local resources, social
structure, and values can and do have both significant supportive and per-
verse effects upon participation in mandated Federal programs. If this
hypothesis is supported, can. any semblance of equality of results be expected
of Federal "block grants" wherein states and local areas design their own
programs? At the very, least, this study hopes to highlight with data some
of the issue areas in which states would hsve,to focus attention and plan-
ning if increasing doses of "home rule" are to find their way into federal
legislation.
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' On the other hand, those advocating "universal sAhool feeding" - free
lunch for all children --may findthis study can be used to support their
cause. However, they must keep in mind that tite local; structure' and values
illustrated by this data are the grass roots of Congressional opposition to
"universal school feeding". , .

. i

Study Population While a state-wide sample bf schooArdit rictt would petmit.
inference to the state of Alabama, this study has been dei geed to describe

Ithe situation in thirteen counties of three'region4oune is of government; in
Nord; Alabama. Organization of this area into a dingle health-planning region
is in progress. pii, .

. . .

In this f n, as of the 1970 census, there were 182,000 youth of school
age (6-17). Of this otal, 21.9 percent were in families below the poverty
line and 29.6 percent be10 125 peiceut of the poverty line. Approximately,
53,000 youth qualify for 17 ee lunches and breakfasts eac ytar. At Federal
reimbursement rates of 77.75 cen and 34 cents, respectivel .-the total

potential contribution of the progr means more than; j.0 milli.onApliars to the
regiontd schools and economy, to say no ng of the health ofslcs 110th; This
figure is exclusive of additional benefits ceived for each redudidprice or

/paid meal served (Greenstein, 1975).

Obviously, there are some significant economic dvantages to full im-
plementation of this program in each district. To tiink that the program

. falls several million dollars short of its-potential for the
' 'region is reason enough for this study. By comparing differences in social

structure and values in individual systems within the region, a fuller under-
standing of the wide variation ireiuplementation of the program is sought.

There are,15 city systems and 13 county systems in the'region studied.
In the analysis that follows, they are treated as /8 unique *school districts
with their own superintendents, school boards, and, including social structure,
their Own decision-making environments.

0

School Feeding Program Participation The National School Lunch Act requires
extensive record keeping of the program activity frdm individual schools up
to stste and Federal levels. Also, in accordance with the Act, the records

°Oen to public scrutiny. With continuing enthuOiasm, the School Food
Sery ction of the Alabama State Department of Education hap provided
intellectual ethnical support for the collectidn and interpretation of
the rSq4ired data:

Participation rates were co, ted fothe free lunch, total lunch (free
and plid), free breakfasteand tot breakfast (free and paid) programs by
dividing the total school attenda' e for the year into the total number of
meals served.

- i

Ad reported in Table 1 participation in the total lunch program averaged
nearly180 percent,in 19 , and it fell to less than 76 percent in 1974. This
declihe represents a loss of nearly one-half million lunches for the region,
apparektly due to increased lunch costs and, consequently, the pricing of
needy and near-needy students out of the program. Mete is a standard error
of mor than eight percent in participation rates .of these schools, and it

is inc aging; even as.the average rate declines. Thejlatter observation

1,11
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. .

Covariates of Free Lunch Participation All schools which partidpate in the
National School Lunch program must make free lunches available to students of
families below the poverty line. In addition, as Alabama has done, states
are free to set the standard as high as 25 percent above the poverty line.
This means, in 1975-76 school year, children from families that comprise a
hypothetical four - member household and have incomes below $6,260 a year are

a' eligible for free meals at school (Greenstein, 1975: 22). Families not

meeting these criteria but with other unusual expenses due to high medical
coats, shelter costa in excess of 30 percent of income, spec 1-education
expenses due t tal or physical conditions of a child, and disaster or
casualty losae may apply. These allowances mean that more than the total
number of chil ren in families below 125 percent of the poverty line may
qualify at any one achool at any time. The same qualifications apply to
free breakfasts.

I.
.N0

suggests increasing unevenness in the implementation of the pr.: am. It is

likely that in some perverse environments,'more'poverty families ar- rrying

sack lunches rather than accepting free lunches. In line with increasi
lunch costa, the average of the school districts' participation rates in-

creased from about 19 percent in 1972 to nearly 23 percent in 1974:, However,
an increase in the standard error from 6.52 to more than eight percent suggests
greater unevenness in implementing the free-lunch program.

-:111 Participation rates in the bre feat program follow similar patterns
during the three-year period, but at- IOW levels: -No-more than half-of-the
28 schools conducted a breakfast prog am during the thiee years. In fact,

the number of progtana dedlipid-frob 4 in 1972-to 12 in 1974.

In

L
um the increase in,free-lunch participation during a period of rapid

inflation. ood prices is to be expec ed as long,aa there are non- participat-
ing students w ;qualify. 'In the same tuation with numerous non-participat-
ing needy students, it is much more diff cult to understand the decline in
total program participatita.

The principal dependent variable in this analysis is the free-lunch
participdtion rate. Ultimately, it will be ens/geed in the context of
declining participation in the total program.

Table,l. Mean school feeding program participation rates (and standard
deviations) of students in 28 north Alabama school districts

Program 1972 1973 1974

Lunch (Total) 79.78 (8.07) 77.03 (8.20) 75.71 (8.56)

Free Lunch 19.17 56.54) 21.66 (8.72) 22.92 (8.17)

Breakfast (Total), 2.42 (3.88) 2.19 (3.89) 2.10 (3.75)

Free Breakfast 1.45 (2.41) 1.54 (2.62) 1.52 (2.49)

1
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,A medbdte Ike pettent (a- school-do childrenldren who qualify` free

hutc h and breakfast in any one school district of Alabama is available in
the 1970 Census of Population and Housing. This measure is the percent of re-
lated children below 18 years of age in families below 125 percent of the poverty

I line. Assuming that this proportion, hereafter referred to as the poverty rate
(PR), bolds constant across nil ages 0-18 and, that the proportion below the
annually adjusted poverty line, holds cOnstant from 1969 through 1974, these
ratio"' provide an Lueptable atandard for comparison with free-lundh and break-
fast pa;ticipation rates.' An additonal assumption is required. That is that
the proportion not attending public schools is constant across school districts.

is not the case with thfee districts (Madison county, Huntsville city,
and Scottsboro city) which report five to eight percent in private schools.

' While these students are probably all in familieiabove the poverty line,
the poverty data are not adjusted. Therefore, the percent of students below

1 the poverty line in the public schools mentioned is somewhat higher than
the census dat4 indicate. Furthermore, it should be noted that the census
data are based on 20 percent samples of_the total population and are subject
to a small margin of random error due to sampling. Thbse errors will reduce
the chances of achieving the hypothesized results.

On the average, these 28 systems have 30.6 percent of their youth in
families below 125.percent of poverty (Table 2). The standard deViation for
the poverty variable (7.69) is similar to those computed for free -lunch partici-
pation (Table 1), but the average free-lunch participation rate lag 8 to 10 per-
cent below the poverty criteria employed in Alabafl. .Full implementation of the
free-lunch program Would mean on the average more than 4.30 percent increase in
the number of free lunches served per school in 1974.

Covariates of the dependent variable, which will be introduced one at a
time in a series of multiple-regression analyses, include in addition to the
poverty rate (PR), the average number of children per family (FS),and the
participation rate in the total-lunch program (TL).

Class-structure Variables In Piven and Cloward's "Regulating the Poor" (1971),
power is conceptualized as being concentrated in the hands of the elite, who,
either directly or indirectly through moralistic indoctrination of the middle
class, organize sufficient pressure upon welfare program administrators to
regulate benefits, forcing the poor to work. Muraskin (1975),An review of
"Regulating the Poor", points out that the moralistic, self-reliant, work-
ethic position of the middle class may be an independent variable in Its own
right and not necessarily subject to conditioning by elite power. In either
case, as an independent or as an intervening variable, the moralistic; self-
reliant concept should be included in an analysis of .variation in welfare
program participation.

In the context of the school-lunch prbgram,it may be argued that local
businessmen and entrepreneurs are as likely as any group to have a stake in the
ready availability of a marginal labor force willing to perform menial work,
as needed, at minimum wages. As an indicator of the magnitude Of the local
power elite, the percent of .the labor force which is non-farm self-employed is
used. In the case of the self-reliant, middle-class component of the local
power structure, the percentage of families who are homeowners is used as an
indicator.

4



The non-fetla, self-amployed 1 or force amounts to an average of 9.59
__percent of the vital labor force the 28 districts. The standard deviation
is 3.36. Percentage homeowners exhibit a mean of 69.02 percent with a '6.98
standard deviation. These mean values are, at least,,appropriate proportions
to serve as indicators of power elite and middle classes, respectively.

Finally, a theory of government responsiveness to the most powerful pressure,
regardless of status, requires some attention. It is possible, however un-
likely, that the poor will organize to gain welfare rights. More likely is the
possibility that black poor and middle classei will compose _a sufficiently power-
ful pressure group to secure increased participation of all poor_in_lonch and
breakfast programs.

Black leldership in this area has, of course, only been viable and effective
since the 1960's. C. Arnold Anderson (1967) notes that the Southern Education ,

Reporting Service (1959) reports a much lower expenditure rate per student in
black schools than in white schools under the National School Lunch Act. To
index the effect of this coalition for the poor, the percentage of black en-
rollment in the public school system is included.

The power elite and middle -class pressure*group variables, when controlled
for covariates of the ddpendtnt Variable, are expected to have a negatiVe effect
on program participation. However, the index of the black pressure -group
variable, representing interests of the poor, is expected to have a positive
effect on participation. Conventional multiple-regression analysis using
ordinary-least-squaresestimation procedures is used in the analysis presented
in-subsequent s ions. 'Inspection of the zero-order correlation matrix, in-
cluding the th lase structure variables and the three covariates of free.
lunch participa o suggests no threats of multicollinearity (Johnson, 1972:
159-168).

Povert rates and free - artici ation By regressing the free-lunch-
participation rate (Y) on th poverty rate (X), estimates of the regression
slope /B) and intercept (A) provide an average (or predicted) participation
rate (Y) for any given pover y rate CO:

A
Y .m A + BX

These eetimates may be used to compute an "average under-participation
rate" (D) for any g/en poverty rate (X) by simply subtracting the predicted
participation rate ( ) from the corresponding full participation rate(Z)s

z

Note that the full participation rate (K in Figure 1) Cs equal to-the poveitty
rate (K).

Based on an average daily attendance per echool district of over 4500 child-
ren, each one-percent of under participation (D) implies 45 eligible children
are not participating in free lunch. Assuming a meal price of $.50, 174 meal-
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dap.; per year. and two children per-rmily,each family is forfeiting $174
per years For school districts with poverty rates near the region's mean
(X 0B .30), 'the D was in 1974, for example, nearly eight percent (Figure 1).
Thus, an average of 180 families (8x45) in each district forfeited lunch
benefits totaling $31,320. In districts one standard deviation above the
mean poverty rate (38%), about 255 families with two school-age children
are affected. These school districts are forfeiting more than $44,000 e
in free-lunch henefita each year. Savings on free hreakfasts,millw-and----
redoced_prite_malsg_Avauld-add many more dollars to the wealth of-the-tom-
unity.2

soy

am .

z

1974 R g..49

1972 els.45--'

10.$

// ANN,*u-
110 6.°4r ,5141*

.00 .10 ,20 '.30 X40 - .50

Poverty Rate

Figure 1. _ Free-lunch participation rate (Y) for3 years tegtess-
o ed on the poverty rate (3) (28 school districts) and

compared to full participation (Z)

As is evident in Figure 1, there are two signs of improved implementa-
tion of the free-lunch program. In addition to the regression slope (B)

-

t 2

The average of 4,500 children per school district excludes the Hunts-
ville city system. With Huntsville included, they average is.5,584.
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drawing closer to full implemcutation between 1972 and 1974, also apparent in

1974 is more uniform program implementation. The regressions summarize 45 per-
cent of the variance in participation rates for 1972 and 1973. By 1974, how-
ever, 49 percent of the variance is specified by-the poverty rate.

Class-structure variab7es :n4 _ rates Next is the question, ',What
factors, if any, art cr fac:::La 2Llier implementation' oz the

free-lunch program?" Ass--din o mensurement,errqr,,other variables may be
responsible for as m4ch in participation rates.
:Recognizing that no more than :.our sc::::)O1 districts are approaching _full .

piementation, all of the unexplaine.;.variance falls below the Z-slope' FIgate*
1). .Therefore, any Variable found to be positively related(to participation
while adding to the variance explained i- aiding implementation. 9A the con-
trary, negatively related variables adding to the explained variance are respons-
ible fox retarding progress.

In Table 2are found the beta coefficients ($) for multiple-regression
analms for all three years:3 The .first presented are the step-wise results--
W-01 of free-lunch participation regressed on three covariates.'

Next are the third-order betas (63) for the three class-structure variables
controlled for the PR covariate. For all three years, the "signs (4) for the
class-structure variables are as predicted above. The home-owner and self- .

employed variables, indicators of middle class self-reliance (MC) and the
local power-elites' (PE) economic interests, respectively, both show negative
signs. As an indicator of middle -and lower -class coalition for the poor (CP),
the percent black enrollment shows a positive sign throughout.

While the magnitude of these coeffi ients ls'not great, a 63 of -.15
in 1974 for PE means that a school distr ct with 3.4 percent, or one standard
deviation more self - employment, will hav ,.on the average, more than 54 fewer

Lehildren,receiving free lunch than an otherwise comparable school district.
YurtherMOre, the total incremental variance explained by these three class
variables increased from three percent in 1972 to 10 percent in 1974. The
dynamics of local power, values, and inflation have clearly demonstrated
different and increased impacts upon.implementationof the free-lunch Pro-
gram in different communities.

Introduction of a second covariate, FS (B1, Table 2), increases the
variance explained each year about 10 percent above the zero-order beta (Bo)
for PR. Fprthermore, the additional covariate does not eliminate the class
effects (r). In fact, controlling for FS hai the effect of tripling the
negative effect of MC self-reliance. In 1972, for example, the MC Oi effect
was -.05, but with both covariates (84) included, the effect was -.21. Clear-
ly, the price of self-reliance is much less for families mit' only one child
($87 per year) than for families with three or four children. On the average,
holding poverty and number of children constant, 75 fewer children receive
free lunch in a system with 76 percent home-owners (one standard deviation
'above the mean) compared with an average system `of 69 percent home-owners.

./

Over all, the second covariate, FS, has improved the explanation of
variance in free-lunch participation by 10 percent, but the effects of class -

variables were not eliminated, nor were their signs changed. The incremental

7
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. 4
Table 2

..-j

Multiple-regression analyses of Free-Lunch-Participation Rates for the
28 school districts of 13 North Arabima. counties-1972-1974

Statis-
tic'

X
S.D.

1972

09,

1

f

os

0
1973
re

0°

132

03

04,

0

1974

---.06

-

Class structure Covariates
Middle Coalit. of Power '., Poverty Family Total
clasa(MC)4 poor(CP)2 elite(PE)3 rate(PR) size(FS) lunch(TI)-6 R

2

.690 .103 .096 .306 2.43 See

.070 .095 .034 .077 .374 Table 1

-.05
.21

-.17

.16 .16 - .67

.36
- - .36-

.06 -.14 .74-

.01 -.06 .35

.00 -.14 .41

.70

.44

.46 .. -25

.54

.52 .25

.02 .27 .08 .67 .70 .24
,

- _ _ .67 - - .45
_ _ . - .35 .45 _ .55
_ _ .35 .47 .28 .63

-.09 .15 -.16 .76 -' - .54
-.25 .11 -.09 .38 .52 - .64_
-.24 .07 -.09 .36 .55 .25 .70

.04 .29 .09 .70 .72 .21
_ - _

.
.70 ,._ - .49

_ _ _ .39 .44 - (59
- _ - .38 .46 .24, .65

-.08 .18 -.15 .78 - _ .59
-.22 .14 -.08, .42 .50 .68_ .

-.20 .04 -.18 .46 .51 .24 .73

.55

.61

. 4,8

.59

.65

1. Percent home owners is used to index MC, "self-reliant," values. it is de-
rived from -DUALabs (1972a) Data Descriptor Number (DDO) 036001:"!,056000.

2. CP is indexed by computing the percent of school enrollment which is non-
white,(Center for Business and Economic Research, 1974: Table 14, page 50)

3. PE is indexed by computing the percent of the labor force (16 and over)
which is non-fararielfmmployed, i.e.,DUALabs (1972b) DD# (067006 + 067020 /
067000.

4. PR is computed by dividing total children under
18 into total children under 18 in families below f252 of the poverty line,
i.e.,DUALfbs (19721i DD# (098010 + 09,0014) / 085000.

5. FS is total'related children under 0/divided by total families with related
children*, DUALabs (1972b) DD# 0E5000 4 (084002 + 084005 + 084008 +
0840/1). 'I,

6. TL for 1974 is total lunches served divided by total attendance (State Depart-
ment of Education, 1972-74). 4

7. R mean, S.D. Standard deviation, r° - zero -order Personian correlation'
with free-lunch participation and 0 .c the standardized regression coefficient
with postatripts (0-5) denoting the number ofvariables being controlled.

8
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I

ICoalition for
poor (C15)

Poverty rate
(PR)

R
2
due to class effects is about the same itwas with the single ovaEiate.

Finally; a third covariate, TL, is introduced. This is an attempt to con-
trol statistically for the general quality and acceptance of,the school lunck;,
program. As the R2 is increased 6 to 8 percent, this equation (02) shows. ,1:4

that over-all partitipation, independent of PR and FS, does have a positive
influence upon the free-lunch' prpgraw-- -------

The third covariate, like the previous two, does not change the signs of
the class effects (B5). The positive effect of CP is reduced considerably,
but --the--sign- -remains. This tvigges -tht-Irda-nWt program is

A supported-,--the total-lunch program enlOpflmorirwrear-participatim in systems
.with large black enrollments than elsewhere. - -

Regarding the effects of PE, the introduction of the third covariate re-
vests an increased negative beta. This effect, particularly in 1974, suggests
that where participation of the poor is high, these same families are more like-
ly to pay for their meals than to receive free lunches.

Piven and Cloward's hypothesis of regulation of the poor by a power
elite fiqda support in these results. Either school administrators are respond-
ing to direct pressure froa( the local power elite, or, as siguifican in-
fluentials and employers the community, they hive infused he wor ng poor,
with a work,ethic that prevents them from accepting free lunc a while continu-
ing to for marginal wages. Of course, both influences Ma be r orcing

1.'one another.

Middle-class
(MC)

IPower elite
(PE)

1

Family size
(FS)

Figure

<14 UTL74

f.

.
Path diagram depicting direct effects of class structure, cover-

iates and total program participation on free-lunch participation

41
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Summary A closer look at the 1974 case Is timely. Not only is it the most
current, but also the data reflect the effect of recent rapid inflation on b.,

local economic systems. A path analysis (Land, 1969) of free -lunch partici-
pation (FL74) is informative. TL74 is treated as a covariate of the dependent
variable, which, unlike the other two covariates, intervenes between the class
variables and FL74. The path coefficients are presented in the following:.
diagram. To avoid clutter, me- zero-order correlations are not included.

In Figure 2;it may be seen that the negative -a rect effect of Mc (-.20)
is complemented by a negative-indirect effect of -.0' (-.14x.24). Not -only

is the effect of MC on FL74 negative. ITE-also the Mf effect upon TL74 is
negative. This suggests that, as a result of high uv.41 costs, self-ref tquee
of the mid le- lass leads to .non-participation rallik.than free-lunch :..:gram

Rankaipati.

Regard CP, both the direct effect_ (+.04) she indirect effect (+.08s
are posit ire, but the indirect effect is stronger. 4gesting a relaUvety-
healthy acceptance of the total program in (116,1,.. .pith larger b18, ...A. ev-

rollments.

Finally, PE has a positive effect (4-.28) c.% 19., as anticipated sbave,
but a positive indirect effect ( +.07) and a negatAvc irect.effect
on FL74. These effects fit the description of well-,!gulated working class
community whose poorer citizens, unlike the midide:';ss communities.,
have little time or patience to prepare sack lunches'er home meals for their
children. In spite of poverty or near-poverty conditions, they are more

"likely to pay than to participate in the free-lunch program, perhaps due to .0

school regulations influenced by the local 116.

Inflation an4iiiin particdlar, increased food prices s ce 1972 underpi
the increasing exiTanatory power of the class-structui0 ariables in this-
analysia-of participation lm_the-US15Aschool-lunch program. Most important
for the benefit of the poor is the fact that participation corresponds more
closely with poverty rates in 1974 than in 1972. The system is clearly
responsive to basic needs of the poor. This responsiveness, however slow,
willprobably continue until such timearee-lunch participatioh ii nearly
in line with poverty rates. Then, like 1972, class - structure variables will
add only a negligible a unt to the explained variance.

However, such a h ppy result is not guaranteed. The effect of class
differences may incre se in times of relative scarcity in the United. States
as happens in the fa e of absolute scarcity in most less-developed countries .

of the world.

perhaps it i needless to say, but until the arrival of the millenniuml .

of school food-se vice supervisors, universal school feeding, continuous
monitoring of the program, includi 1 macro-social accounting style
demonstrated in be necessary if program adminstrators are to
be as fu informed as is possible.

10 .
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